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                       Sekhar, who looks at music in a fault-finding way, resembles Buddha, who 
looks before he leaps, while the headmaster likes any kind of music, which makes the 
headmaster seem free flowing and kind.  This obfuscates the true monster in the headmaster, 
so when we dig deeper he will then appear to readers as a grandiloquent, selfish, 
inconsiderate tyrant.  Also, Sekhar keeps pacts and feels like truth matters most, while the 
headmaster reconsiders offers after he promises.  The quote “Sekhar’s taste in music was well 
known.  He was one of the most dreaded music critics in the town” shouts out Sekhar is picky 
about music and shows he wisely looks at the detail for the best outcome possible.  This keeps 
a juxtaposition in the stories overall theme with the characters, truth/lies, and paying 
attention.  The quote “Yes, sir, Sekhar said, feeling that sitting up all night with a hundred 
test papers was a small price to pay for the luxury of practicing truth” highlights Sekhars 
determination and dedication to tell the truth, while it also frames his passion and how hard 
he tries to stick to the plan and keep his pact which is telling the truth no matter how distant 
from the appraisal the price stands.  The author tries to leave us on a cliff and push readers 
to fall forever in the abyss of thinking, which loops forever, for thinking never stops.  This 
makes Sekhars keeping of pacts and the price he wills to pay to do this stand out.  This 
enhances the stories theme and/or moral of good versus evil by making Sekhar the good guy 
and making the headmaster the bad guy since he is the only other concrete main character.  
On the other hand, the headmaster’s personalities are not as wise and nice like Sekhar.  The 
quote “how his ambition in life was to forget himself in music” states he “may” not be wise 
and looking toward the best and “may” not looking for the details in daily life unlike Sekhar.  
This shows he does not care about the details in the music and just wants music itself.  This 
keeps him the bad guy and keeps Sekhar the good guy, which gives the classical conflict in the 
story.  The quote “You gave me ten days, sir, for correcting them.  Oh, I’ve reconsidered it.  I 
must positively have them here tomorrow…” shows that, although said positively, this shows 
the headmasters greed and untrustworthiness.  This makes a relationship between this story 
and other popular stories with a bad guy/girl and a good guy/girl.  In the end, we see a 
pattern in the story mixing good with evil subsequently until the story ends.  Sekhar makes 
good actions which makes him the good guy while the headmaster makes bad choices, 
therefore he is the bad guy.       

  


